
MINOR’S® GreenLeaf™ Basil Pesto
All the color, texture and flavor of house-made pesto

SEASONAL FLAVOR 
    FOR EVERY SEASON.



SCRATCH QUALITY
With the color, texture and flavor of house-made pesto, 
MINOR’S® GreenLeaf™ Basil Pesto performs like it was 
 just prepared from scratch.   

FRESH FLAVOR  
Ready to Flavor™ technology, including cutting edge High 
Pressure Processing, preserves the color, texture, flavor and 
aroma of fresh herbs. 

CONSISTENT 
While the quality of your basil supply can vary month 
to month, MINOR’S® GreenLeaf™ Basil Pesto is a 
consistent source of fresh-harvest flavor.

VERSATILE  
Herb sauces and vegetable-centric ingredients like pestos 
appeal to a variety of dietary preferences and can be 
used in many hot and cold applications including pasta, 
salads, flatbreads, dips and finishing sauces. 

Adding a touch of pesto makes any dish more 
premium — allowing you to charge up to 36%  
more per plate.1 And since half of diners are willing 
to pay more for items featuring fresh produce,2 
offering MINOR’S® GreenLeaf™ Basil Pesto gives 
guests the premium experience of house-made pesto, 
without the added labor for your kitchen. 

*According to the FDA, the most common food allergens are milk, peanuts, eggs, fish, crustacean shellfish, soy, tree nuts and wheat.
These products do not contain any of these, aside from milk.

MINOR’S® GreenLeafTM Basil Pesto
A classic combination of tender basil, garlic, olive oil and 100% real Parmesan cheese. Made from locally 
grown basil that is picked and transported 5 miles from MINOR’S® production kitchen, where its full flavor 
is captured at the peak of freshness.    

DISTRIBUTOR CODE GTIN/UPC CODE PACK SIZE LABELED ALLERGENS*

0-00-74826-34207-1 3/1.6 LB Frozen Pouch Milk

100% REAL  
PARMESAN CHEESE

NO ARTIFICIAL  
FLAVORS

NO ARTIFICIAL  
COLORS

NUT FREE 
GLUTEN FREE

VEGETARIAN

FS-9556V2All trademarks are owned by Société des Produits Nestlé S.A., Vevey, Switzerland.
1Datassential MenuTrends, 2016
2Datassential CPP, 2017 

Here’s to ever-accessible 
fresh-harvest flavor.

To learn more about adding authentic flavor to your menu with MINOR’S® GreenLeaf™ Basil Pesto,  
visit FlavorMeansBusiness.com or call 1.800.243.8822.


